QUEENSLAND BLUE COUCH
(Digitaria didactyla)

WHY CHOOSE BLUE
COUCH

ABOUT THIS TURF

•

Ideally suited to South East Queensland climate and
conditions

•

A dedicated sun lover requiring 6 to 7 hours sunlight
for optimum performance

•

Gorgeous blue/green colour

•

Lovely, lush soft feel underfoot. This is a lawn you
will want to walk barefoot on!

•

Requires LESS mowing than green couch varieties

•

Does not scalp (straw like appearance) after
mowing

•

Wears well in most front and backyard situations

Drought Tolerant
Adapts to the harsh environment
Weed Tolerant
Resistant to disease and weed invsaion

Queensland Blue Couch is characterised by its blue/green
hue and silky softness which makes it a popular choice for
many South East Queensland homeowners. It grows
naturally throughout the region which ensures it is ideally
suitable to our sub tropical climate. It has a similar
appearance as normal couch, but with a wider leaf blade
which tapers into a pointy tip. It produces minimal seed
heads compared to standard couch varieties meaning an
easier to mow lawn for the home owner or commercial
maintenance person.
Queensland Blue is known for its low growing lush coverage,
which not only gives the home owner a strong, weed resistant
lawn but also provides a nice soft feel. It also demonstrates
good drought tolerance once its roots have grown and
bounces back brilliantly with a light watering.
If you are looking for a prestige lawn that can be manicured
into a bowling green, then Queensland Blue Couch is the turf
grass for you. Its open structure coupled with a soft blue/
green leaf makes this grass a stand out!

Required Sunlight
Min. 6 hours of direct sun daily
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